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GLMS OUTLOOK
Vision
To become the most credible and respected entity worldwide in the fight against
Match Fixing and the safeguard of Sport Integrity and Values cooperating with
public and private stakeholders.

Mission
The Global Lottery Monitoring System (GLMS) is the state lotteries’ mutualized
monitoring system on sports betting. It aims at preventing, detecting and analyzing
irregular and suspicious betting activities that could question the integrity of a sport
competition.
GLMS provides a quality service to Members, Sports Betting Operators, Regulators,
Sport Federations, Public Institutions and Public at Large with the objective to
safeguard Sport Integrity, create awareness, develop educational programs and a
culture of Integrity and Social Responsibility.
Our Association’s main goal is to provide high quality information through a peerless
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monitoring system supplemented by an extended
human analysis network.

Strategic Priorities
Operations consolidation through the acquisition of an analytical tool with
customized functionalities able to prevent, detect and manage all possible
irregular and suspicious betting patterns. On this key mission for GLMS, the
Association will be ever more credible and effective vs all stakeholders
(National Platforms, Law Enforcement Agencies, Sport Federations,…..)
Increasing GLMS perception and promotion among members as well as raising
awareness among Regional Associations leading to an increase in GLMS
membership
Developing educational programs and define a strong communication
strategy across all channels with a particular focus on the digital segment
Encouraging close cooperation and information sharing between all interested
stakeholders following the Council of Europe guidelines – notably focusing on
National Platforms - through any appropriate form of international
agreements at all levels and focusing on the most vulnerable sport disciplines
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Glocal* approach: 30 Members in 4 continents

*Global reach & local presence
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2 Operational Hubs -> Hong Kong & Copenhagen

GLMS MEMBERS
GLMS currently has 30 individual Members and 2 collective Members from 4
continents
(Österreichische Lotterien - Austria, Loterie Nationale – Belgium, Hrvatska Lutrija
– Croatia, Danske Spil – Denmark, Veikkaus – Finland, La Française Des Jeux –
France, Staatliche Loterieverwaltung in Bayern – Germany, Opap SA – Greece,
Szerencsejatek – Hungary, Islenk Getspa – Iceland, Israel Sports Betting Board Israel, Lottomatica – Italy, Sisal – Italy, Norsk Tipping – Norway, Santa Casa De
Misericordia da Lisboa – Portugal, Sportna Loterija – Slovenia, Svenska Spel –
Sweden, Loterie Romande – Switzerland, Swisloss – Switzerland, Nederlandse
Loterij, the Netherlands, Hong Kong Jockey Club – Hong Kong, Singapore Pools –
Singapore, Ktoto Co – South Korea, China Sports Lottery – China, Loto-QuébecCanada, Polla Chilena de Beneficencia – Chile, Banca de Quinielas de Montevideo
– Uruguay, La Marocaine des Jeux et des Sports, Morocco, Loterie Nationale du
Sénégal – Senegal), Stoloto, Russia
European Lotteries (EL)
World Lottery Association (WLA)
www.glms-sport.org
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GLMS Process Cycle
Regular and consistent commitment
by GLMS team are key to enhance
our association perception with
private and public stakeholders.

Information /
Intelligence

Institutional
Stakeholders

MATCH
FIXING

Betting Restrictive
actions

DETECTION
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Algorithms / Data
Analysis

This process will lead to strengthen
the following strategic elements:
• Credibility
• Transparency
• Consistency
• Influence
• Regularity

GLMS Key Process Flow
MANAGEMENT
GLMS containment action recommendations to
Members to:
increase limit thresholds
change drastically Odds/Leg
Close Betting on a given market
Close betting on the whole event
• GLMS and Members to communicate formally to :
• Regulators
• Law Enforcement Agencies
• Sport Federations Integrity Units
• Sport Prosecutors

MANAGEMENT

EDUCATION

DETECTION

DETECTION
GLMS System and individual Member Suspicious
Betting Pattern Alert trigger
Key Betting Event Information Acquisition :
• Bet description
• Wager value
• Time / Odds
• Distribution channel
• (Retail / Digital)
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• Geographical location

EDUCATION / CULTURE OF INTEGRITY
Cautious Selection of betting events
Non professional and young athletes are
too vulnerable and may be tempted to fix a
match, therefore betting on minor sports /
leagues in certain context should not be
offered
High level Automation
A peerless monitoring system to allow
robots to analyze real time odds volatility
and detect suspicions odds movements
Info/Odds/Money Flow Monitoring

Cooperating with Members & key stakeholders
ANALYSIS/ REPORTS/
ALERTS

GLMS MEMBERS
• 30 Members covering 4
continents

ANALYSIS/ REPORTS/
ALERTS

LOCAL KNOWLEDGE

NATIONAL PLATFORMS
NATIONAL SPORT BODIES
NATIONAL REGULATORY
AUTHORITIES
NATIONAL LAW
ENFORCEMENT
AUTHORITIES

LAW ENFORCEMENT
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GLMS Alerts 2017
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Ice Hockey

Tennis

Volleyball

1%
handball

0,60%
eSports

0,30%
rugby

GLMS 2017 Reports
2017
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UEFA
46

ON AVERAGE PER
MONTH

11 reports per
month
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GLMS report structure
General Structure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Executive Summary
Match Overview
Odds Analysis (Pre-Match & Live)
Evidence to support/oppose concerns
Appendix and Definitions
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An example of a report
Irregular betting patterns observed mainly on the Asian handicap
line throughout the game with money anticipating the Home team is
going to win by at least 5 goals for this game. The over/under market
have also moved significantly to the over selection anticipating on
over 3 goals for the match during 17th to 36th minute.
The Asian handicap line clearly did not follow any normal decay
from 38 to 80 minutes
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An example of a report
Evidence to support concern

Evidence to oppose concern

✓Market was trading at a highly abnormal pattern
from 17th minute into the game
✓It was clear that away team have little incentive to
defend in the 2nd half conceding a goal scoring
chance every 4-6 minutes on average
✓Boeung Ket played with a very high line and
defenders skewed to one side of the pitch in many
occasions in the 2nd half
✓It was a close game in the third-round match played
just a week ago with Boeung Ket winning 3-2.
✓During the third-round game a week earlier, we
have also observed slightly irregular betting pattern
in the market backing Home United to score the fifth
goal after Boeung Ket was 3-1 up at 41st minute.

✓In general, this match did not look too suspicious
before first half with the away team sitting back and
home team dominating
✓We cannot ignore that Boeung Ket were 2-0 down at
half time and players might be instructed to all-out
attack in the 2nd half causing so much space at the
back
✓The 9-0 lost away from home in the other group
stage game played on 13 February 2018 might explain
their lack of concentration in away games
✓Not illogical that punters would anticipate a big win
for Home United knowing that Boeung Ket have lost
9-0 in the other away game a month eariler
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Success Story 1: The Dutch Case
January 2015: the Dutch Football Association KNVB, received some signals regarding a
possible manipulated match by an Albanian club, KF Skënderbeu Korçë. This club played
friendly matches against Dutch clubs during the winter stop in Spain.
Dutch FA approached GLMS through its member De Lotto (now Nederlandse Loterij),
asking for insights into the betting patterns of the matches in question
A few hours later Dutch FA received reports from GLMS based on odds movements from
the international, Asian and lottery markets and from the GLMS-members
July 2016: the Court of Arbitration of Sport (CAS) dismissed Skënderbeu’s appeal
against the UEFA decision to ban the club from the Champions’ League for one season
due to its involvement in fixed matches
September 2016: words of thanks received by GLMS from the Dutch football
association
“With this valuable information we could advise our clubs to organize friendly matches in
the future against opponents they know, and not to organize matches against teams
with a questionable reputation.” – Dutch Football Association
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Success Story 2: The Swedish Case
GLMS monitoring: The odds movements pre-live did not raise any big concerns – During
the game instead, on the live betting, money was placed on the Asian market for the
away win as well as over 2.75 goals. The odds changes during live betting was irregular
and going against the natural odds movements.
GLMS Member’s input (Svenska Spel): “We have found some customers in our betting
flow that have been involved in suspicious betting in the past. And the movements look
strange both pre and live.”
European & Asian markets: During live betting there were some indications that the
betting syndicate went for away win both on the Asian Handicap, 1-X-2 market and
totals (over). When the match started one team had, according to the odds on the Asian
1-X-2 market, 60% possibility of winning the match. After 12 minutes with the score still
0-0 the possibility for that team to win increased to 70%. Normally, the possibility to win
would be lowered as time is running and the score is 0-0.
GLMS Member Svenska Spel excluded the team from betting offer and informed
national authorities
GLMS recommended other GLMS Members to15 exclude this team from their offer

Success Story 3: Lamptey CAS* case
12 November 2016 : Soccer World Cup 2018 Qualification Match,
South Africa v Senegal – Referee under investigation for allegedly
manipulating match result
12 November 2016: GLMS is the first monitoring system that
sends an alert to FIFA – other monitoring systems followed up in the
next days
FIFA’s Disciplinary and Appeal Committees lifetime ban on
Ghanaian match official Joseph Odartei Lamptey for manipulating a
sport competition
CAS validates decision
January 2018: CAS publishes decision: GLMS is mentioned as one
of the monitoring systems that detected abnormalities – evidence
used by the Court
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*Court of Arbitration for Sports

List of GLMS Services
1.
Monitoring
1.1. Alerting
1.2. Reporting
1.3. Messaging Services
1.4. In-Play – post-match possibilities
2.
Education & Prevention
2.1. Education & Capacity Building for stakeholders
2.2. Ethics trainings for younger athletes
2.3. Capacity Building in terms of the implementation of provisions of the Macolin
Convention
3.
Certification Programme
4.

Information Network
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1. Monitoring
Ensure effective monitoring of betting patterns in the highest interest of GLMS Members and the benefit of sport !
Reporting

Alerting
•

Business intelligence reports based on:
Market Overview
Betting Event Analysis
number of Lotteries which had their odds removed
on an event
fixtures and markets covered by Lotteries
average overound of each Lottery
odds life cycle analysis
disparity between each Lottery’s odds
Evidences supporting suspicious betting patterns

All Major sports available through GLMS Platform
Pre-event warnings service
Arbitrage alerts
More markets and new sports could be added to
offer more extensive coverage
Additional alerts could be created based on local
GLMS Members’ requirements

Messaging Services

Live betting / Post-play possibilities

Unique GLMS Real time feature
Strategic interaction between members through a
messaging platform
Additional features can be added, provided that
compliance with Privacy law is ensured.
Crucial team-news/info sharing by global network
of companies, creating true $ value
Data on grey market operators
Data on match fixing cases

In play alerts
Live-betting post-match
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2. Education & Prevention
Create a culture of integrity, supporting GLMS Members with concrete tools
2.1. Capacity Building activities for sport organisations/stakeholders
Creation of a series of tools that could be adopted by GLMS members and implemented at a
national/regional level
Creation of a master PPT presentations with analysis of the risks regarding (illegal) sports betting and matchfixing
Education for newcomers in sport organisations
Pool of experts supporting national capacity building workshops
2.2. Ethics trainings for younger athletes
Creation of special tools for ethics programmes targeting younger athletes with the objective to create a
culture of sustainable integrity
2.3. Capacity Building in terms of implementation of the Council of Europe Convention provisions
Especially with reference to best practices of Lotteries participating in national platforms
2.4 Knowledge Sharing-libraries
Database of relevant studies, policy documents, etc
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3. Certification Programme
Certification programme to show-case the integrity of sports betting operations by GLMS

Creation of a consistent Code of Conduct on Sports Betting for GLMS Members

Monitor Implementation & Compliance

Development of a sports integrity certification framework
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4. Information Network
Ensuring Advocacy, Intelligence and Information for GLMS network on strategic communication
Promoting GLMS members’ interests towards sport organisations and intergovernmental
organisations
Active communications: Sharing best practices & success stories, promoting activity of Members
and their relevant work
Acting as focal point for all sports integrity projects and regularly informing Members (news
flashes, website, press releases)
Involvement of GLMS Members in key fora, expert groups and projects, via GLMS’ participation
Regular information-sharing with GLMS collective Members
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New Strategy -> partnerships / stakeholders’ relations
Signed Cooperation Agreement with the IOC –> Winter 2018 Olympic Games
Signed NEW Cooperation Agreement with FIFA
Signed NEW Cooperation Agreement with TIU
Strengthening relations with UEFA
Signed NEW Cooperation Agreement with eSports Integrity Coalition (EsiC)
Strong relations with the Council of Europe: KCOOS+ / Copenhagen Group
Active Partner of KCOOS+ (Keep Crime Out Of Sport) Project
Strong partnerships with several regulators: French, Norwegian, Italian, UK and
Lithuanian Gaming Authorities
Strengthening relations with law enforcement agencies: Europol & INTERPOL /
Victoria Police (Australia)
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Cooperating with the Council of Europe
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http://glms-sport.org/news/glms-attends-copenhagen-group-meeting/

Council of Europe Convention against the manipulations
of sport competitions
A complete international legal instrument against all types of manipulations of sports
competitions – open for signatures & ratifications since 2014 and upon 5 ratifications will constitute
a statutory committee of member countries that will determine the pathway for fighting
manipulations of sports competitions.
A strategic set of provisions covering all key matters: education & prevention, sharing of
information, criminal provisions, conflict of interest provisions, sports betting regulation (including
against illegal sports betting), money laundering, fraud, corruption, cross-border judicial cooperation, data protection, human rights
Article 13: CoE Convention calls upon states to set up a national platform, thus culminating all 34
articles of the Convention within one co-operation and coordination structure
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The Convention & the National Platforms
The conclusions of the Strasbourg conference underlines that the
National Platforms are:
The most innovative concept of the Convention (art.13);
The material expression of political will to fight the manipulation of
sports competitions;
The confirmation by States of their commitments toward the
Convention objectives and principles;
The best possible way to implement activities using the Convention as a
legal basis.
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The Convention -> CoE Group of Copenhagen
A collaborative network created in July 2016 by the Council of Europe
as part of Convention co-operation activities ;
Acting as an informal working group;
And as a tool for trans-national co-operation.
So far around 10 states have set up their national platforms
And in total 22 states (either with an existing national platform or in
the process of developing one are united under the CoE Group of
Copenhagen)
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Lotteries & National Platforms
In all countries with a national platform set-up: National Lotteries are
playing an active role
In Hungary, especially, national platform discussions are being led by
the National Lottery together with independent experts
GLMS is cooperating with the Council of Europe’s Group of
Copenhagen (CoE GoC) regarding cooperation and sharing of alerts
related to sports betting at global level
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Thank you !

Ludovico.calvi@glms-sport.org
www.glms-sport.org
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Back Up
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National Platforms: Finland
Lead

National
Lottery
Veikkaus

National Centre for Sports Integrity:

Ministry of
Education and
culture

- Responsibility over doping, match-fixing
and spectators violence

National Centre for
Sports Integrity

Finnish Centre for
Integrity in Sports
(FINCIS)

Betting
Regulator

- Meetings: Platform meets approx..
6-8 times/year and prepares issues
between meetings in smaller ad hoc
groups
- Staff: 2 employees

Finnish
Football
Association

Ministry of
Justice

State
Prosecutor's
Office

Players
Union

Finnish
Olympic
Committee

National
Bureau of
Investigation

- Funding: Funded by the Ministry of
Education and Culture through
revenues from the national lottery
Implications
More educational and Cultural focus vs Law
enforcement
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National Platforms : Denmark
Lead

NADO Denmark:

Ministry of
Culture

- Responsibility over doping, match-fixing

Danish
Gambling
Authority

NADO
Denmark

Danske Spil
(National
Lotteries)

Ministry of Justice
(Public Prosecutor)

- Meetings: Meetings in NP's Strategic
Forum (quarterly) / Regular bilateral
contacts on key issues of specific aspects
between Secretariat and public and
private stakeholders
- Staff: 4 employees (out of 14 in the
NADO)

Danish Online
Gambling
Association (DOGA)

National
Police

NOC and Sports
Confederation of
Denmark

Anti-Doping
Denmark

Danish
Football
Association

Players
Union

- Funding: Anti-Doping Denmark's
budget is funded by the government
Implications
Strong vertical governance and highly skilled
dedicated staff
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National Platforms : The Netherlands
Streamlining the existing structures and
working procedures

Lead
Preliminary Structure

No formal legal status, but all participants
have signed a declaration of intent:

Ministry of Security
and Justice

- Stakeholders: 2 sub groups: one for
operational matters and one for policy
matters which is wider

Ministry of
Health

Ministry of Welfare
and Sport

- Funding: in kind contributions by all
actors – in 2018 there will be one staff
member.

Implications
Strong focus on stakeholders’ competences
(law enforcement vs legislative)

Public Prosecution
Office
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National Platforms : United Kingdom
Lead

Sports Betting Intelligence Unit (SBIU) :

Sports Betting
Intelligence
Unit (SBIU)
Betting Operators
(Ladbrokes,
William Hill, Coral )

- Unit of the UK Gambling Commission
with mandate from Ministry of Culture

UK Gambling
Commision

- Quarterly meetings
- 3 staff members
Association of
British
Bookmakers

Law
Enforcement
Agency

The Football
Association

Horseracing
Authority

Professional
Players
Federation

Greyhound
Board of
Great Britain

- Funding from the UK Gambling
Commission

Implications
Strong relation with sports world and gaming
industry and skilled dedicated staff
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National Platforms : Norway
Lead

Norwegian Gaming Authority

Norwegian
Gaming Authority

- Unit of the Ministry of Finance
Norwegian
Finance

Norsk Tipping (National
Lottery and Betting
Operator)

Norwegian
Ministry of Sport
& Culture

NOC

- Output will be evaluated in four years to
assess the progress made and to
possibly extend to a permanent
mandate.
- An intelligence mandate and inquiry
mandate
- 2 full time employees

Football
Association
of Norway

National Criminal
Investigation Service

Implications
Strong vertical governance and mandate

Norwegian
National Tote
(Horse Betting)

Norwegian
Trotting
Association
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National Platforms : Belgium
Lead

National Police:

National Police
Ministries
of Sports

Steering
Group

Ministry of
Interior

Federal
Judicial
Police

General
Assembly
Ministry of Justice

Flanders, Walloon
and GermanSpeaking Ministries
of Sports

Athletes
Union

Federal
Prosecutor’s
Office

National
Lottery

Sports
Federations
(football, tennis,
basket, cycling)

Gaming
Commission
Belgian Olympic
and Inter-federal
Committee

Belgian
Paralympic
Committee
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- Secretariat is hosted at the Federal
Police (Ministry of Justice) in Brussels
- The National Platform consists of a
steering group and a general assembly.
They are actively supported by an
independent task force to discuss ‘fraud
indicators’.
- Meetings: 6 meetings per year for
steering group, 2 Gas per year
- Funding: contribution in kind
Implications
Segregation of stakeholders’ duties and
responsibilities with strong law enforcement
governance

National Platforms : Italy

UISS (Unità Informativa Scommesse Sportive)
- Sports Betting Intelligence Unit created in
June 2011

Lead
Ministry of
Interior

UISS
Italian Gaming
Authority
(representing Lotteries
& licensed betting
operators)

GISS

-

Public Order and
Criminal Police
forces

by a decree signed and led by the Interior
Ministry with the objective to fight Match
Fixing and safeguard Sports Integrity and
spectators violence

GISS (Gruppo Investigativo Scommesse
Sportive)
- Creation in 2011 of an investigative and
operational agency
Italian Olympic
Committee

Finance, &
Digital Police

Law
Enforcement
Agencies

Italian Football
Association

Professional
Players
Federation

Italian
Horseracing
Authority
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-

led by highly specialized police forces with
the objective to leverage on key
intelligence/information produced /provided
by UISS and fight organized crime affectively

Funding from the Ministry of Interior

Implications
Segregation of stakeholders’ duties and
responsibilities with strong law enforcement
governance by Min of Interior

